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CELEBRATING 15TH EDITION OF SAESM 

In January 2019, we will celebrate our 15th edition of 

the annual SAESM conference in Colombo. It was 

only the other day, when in 2004 the idea of SAESM –  

a regional platform of undergraduate students of eco-

nomics was conceived in the classroom of Ramjas col-

lege (University of Delhi) with a bunch of enthusiastic 

young undergrads of the Department of Economics. 

The journey that began with the first conference in 

2004 has now engaged more than 1000 students from 

different colleges and universities of South Asia (SA) 

towards building a new hope amongst youth of the 

regions. There remains several economic challenges 

that need to be overcome to make the region achieve 

higher standards of living and welfare for its masses of 

population and SAESM makes a small but significant 

contribution in educating and creating awareness 

amongst economics undergraduates about the enor-

mous economic potential that the region of SA has for 

its future.  

The journey so far owes a lot to the informal network 

of colleges (as well as universities) of SA that bring the 

best students to the table to discuss economic issues 

through paper presentations, discussions and various 

competitions. This remains a unique conference where 

economics undergrads reach out to each other under a 

common platform –―Developing the region‖. We are 

witnesses to competitive behavior when presenting 

papers of their own country experiences on different 

dimensions of development as well as camaraderie of 

the highest order outside the confines of competition. 

The friendships and bonding created continue with 

their respective career paths. Having organized these 

conferences with the support of several multilateral as 

well as regional well wishers, we strive out to reach the 

next goals-  to reach out to the rest of the world to 

share SAESM experiences with them and learn from 

them. 

Our endeavors for future remain to integrate educa-

tional institutions (and students) to institutions in rest 

of the world through various schemes- (1) Opportuni-

ties for academic exchange for students in advanced 

countries to know and understand SA countries and its 

culture and vice versa; (2) Study tours for South Asian 

college students to leading educational institutional of 

the world; (3) Internships for young undergrads both 

within South Asian universities and abroad to learn 

and experience the working of firms, industries, social 

sectors, research and development institutions to gar-

ner knowledge which will help in SA.  

As SAESM continues its pursuits of creating 

knowledge sharing platform amongst South Asian 

countries and the economics undergrads fraternity, it 

also focuses to reach out to wider community of 

scholars, researchers, institutions and communities in 

other similar countries to help make our endeavor 

stronger and more firm in our commitment to make 

ONE SOUTH ASIA where regional boundaries and 

barriers are positive agent of change for SA. 

In 2013, we celebrated our 10th anniversary in Lahore 

and in 2019, we meet again to celebrate our 15th year 

of existence, small milestones such as thethese give us 

the energy to walk the long road ahead for South 

Asian economics undergraduates. 

- DKD 
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14TH SAESM 2018, CHITTAGONG, BANGLADESH 

The 14th South Asian Economics Students‘ Meet 

(SAESM), hosted by South Asian Network on Eco-

nomic Modelling (SANEM), was held during 17th-

22ndJanuary 2018 in Chittagong, Bangladesh. The 

theme for 14thSAESM was ―Sustaining South Asia‖ 

focussing on the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs).  

The 14th SAESM emphasised the need for greater 

integration in South Asia and the benefits accruing 

from it to its member countries and the region as a 

whole. It gave youths of South Asia a platform to     

examine past experiences, critically evaluate the effec-

tiveness of the existing regional integration regime, 

and suggest a way forward in building an integrated 

―one South Asia‖. 

Sub-themes and Winners:  

Under the broad theme of ―Sustaining South Asia‖, 

there were ten sub-themes encompassing various are-

as based on the SDGs. One student from each mem-

ber country presented a paper on one of the sub-

themes. The sub-themes and their respective winners 

are given below. 

 

Sub-theme                                                            

Winners 
Title of the Papers 

 

1. 

 

No poverty, Zero Hunger, 

and Reduced Inequalities 

 

Md. Ibrahim Khan, Pakistan 

 

Child nutrition in social safety net beneficiary  

households in Pakistan 

 

 

 

2. 

 

 

 

Good Health and Well-

being 

 

 

Nithya Srinivasan, India and 

Manab Prakash Poudel, Nepal 

 

 

An analysis of social demographic factors affecting household out of 

pocket health expenditure and a comparison of alternative models of 

health insurance versus tax-financed health systems in achieving 

universal health coverage 

Equity in healthcare: Incidence of catastrophic payments in Nepal 

 

3. 

 

Quality Education 

 

Avinno Faruk, Bangladesh 

                                                                                                                                                                                         

What matters for the quality of education in South Asia: An empirical 

examination of the determining factors with a QEI 

 

4. 

 

Gender Equality 

 

Ramsha Hisham, Pakistan 

Sex composition and son preference in  

Pakistan: An empirical investigation 

 

 

5. 

 

 

 

Clean Water and Sanita-

tion 

 

 

Tamanna Tabassum, Bangladesh; 

Amol Singh Raswan, India and 

M. G. C. N. Madadeniya, Sri Lanka 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                            

Inadequate sanitation as an impediment to  

sustainable development: A qualitative approach 

Open defecation in India: Causes and consequences 

The impact of rural water supply and sanitation on economic growth in 

South Asia 

 

6. 

 

Affordable and Clean 

Energy 

 

Harshit Garg, India 

Energy consumption and its impact on economic growth and environ-

mental performance 

 

7. 

 

Decent Work and Eco-

nomic Growth 

 

Wasik Sajid Khan, Bangladesh and 

Abdul Hadi, Pakistan 

 

Analyzing unpaid labor: What makes a woman stay far away from 

decent work? 

Labor standards and economic performance in Pakistan*An empiri-

cal approach 

8. Industry, Innovation and 

Infrastructure 

Semab Rahman, Bangladesh Countering premature deindustrialization: Can South Asia overcome 

the innovation conundrum? 

9. Sustainable Cities and 

Communities 

Farhana Kabir, Bangladesh Rainwater harvesting: The best solution to mitigate urban water sup-

ply crisis of South Asia 

10

. 

Climate Action, Life Be-

low Water and Life on 

Land 

Md. Raied Arman, Bangladesh and 

Rohit James Joseph, India 

Emission control: Nudging towards a better future 

Revisiting the commons: Sustainable resource management strate-

gies for inclusive growth 
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HAQ-SEN AWARD 

To commemorate a decade of SAESM (2013), an 

award was instituted honoring two of South Asia‘s 

most influential economists –  Nobel Prize winner 

Professor Amartya Sen and Founder of the Human 

Development Index -  late Dr. Mahbub Ul-Haq for the 

best research paper of the competition, across all sub-

themes.  

The Haq-Sen Award 2018 was shared by Harshit Garg 

(Christ University, India) and Ibrahim Khan (LUMS, 

Pakistan).   

Paper Titles :  

Harshit Garg: Energy consumption and its impact on 

economic growth and environmental performance 

Md. Ibrahim Khan: Child nutrition in social safety net 

beneficiary households in Pakistan 

The details of these papers can be accessed from the 
following link: http://sanemnet.org/saesm/
index.html  

BUDDING ECONOMIST 

The Budding Economist is a competition that seeks to test individuals on a 
variety of skill sets. SAESM 2018 competition consisted of the following 
events:  

1. Paper Presentation :  The total marks obtained from writing and present-
ing the research paper will be carried forward for this competition.  

2. Written test : There will be a written exam testing students on the con-
cepts of economic theory. 

3. Visual Round :  The participants will discuss an image shown to them by 
applying any economic theory and vocabulary.  

4. Panel Interview :  The participants will have to answer questions from a 
panel of judges in the final round of the competition.  

First round of elimination was done by combining the marks of the research 
paper and the written test. Top Twelve participants qualified for the next 
round and take part in the visual round. Top six participants proceeded to 
the final round of panel interview. The participant with highest aggregate 
marks was declared the winner.  

 

Ibrahim Khan (left) and Harshit Garg (right) 

At the 14th SAESM,                

Archit Jain   (St. Stephens 

College, India) won the Bud-

ding Economist South Asia 

2018.  

5 3 
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Archit Jain, economics student at St. Stephen's College, Delhi, being awarded the Budding 

Economist of South Asia 2018 award. Photo Credit: SANEM Bangladesh. 

Dr. Syed Turab Hussain (LUMS), Dr. Selim Raihan (Executive Director, SANEM), H.E. Amb. 

Bishwambher Pyakuryal (Nepal’s Ambassador to Sri Lanka and Maldives), Dr. Deb Kusum 

Das (Ramjas College, Delhi University), and Dr. Sanjay Kathuria (The World Bank Group) ad-

dressing the students.   

6 4 
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CONVERSATION WITH SELIM RAIHAN 

Q uestion: You have been working on 

economic integration of  South Asia for 

many years now. How low is the re-

gional trade in South Asia?  

Intra- regional trade in South Asia has hov-

ered around 5% for the past decade, which 

is significantly lower when compared to 

other regional arrangements such as the 

North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), Association of  Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN), and the European Un-

ion (EU). Such inferior performance is de-

spite the focus of  the current pattern of  

regional integration on improving intra-

regional trade in goods. There is, however, 

a growing perception that South Asia‘s in-

tra- regional trade is underestimated since a 

large volume of  informal trade among 

South Asian countries is not fully captured. 

Additionally, while formal intra- regional 

trade is low in the region as a whole, bilat-

eral trade among South Asian countries, 

namely between India and other smaller 

countries such as Bhutan and Nepal, is ex-

ceptionally high. Furthermore, trade in ser-

vices, particularly in education, health care, 

information technology and construction, 

is vibrant at best, but is not recorded well. 

Q uestion: Given that there is low trade 

amongst South Asian countries,  how 

important is economic integration for 

the future of  South Asia? 

There are strong arguments for deeper re-

gional economic integration in South Asia, 

as it is believed to generate significant intra-

regional trade and welfare gains for the coun-

tries involved. Deeper regional integration is 

supposed to provide countries in the region 

improved market access in each other‘s mar-

kets, and thus help boost their exports, which 

would augment the significance of  intra-

regional trade and associated investment 

flows. These are static gains that the coun-

tries involved would be able to realize. Dy-

namic gains could be even greater due to the 

possible expansion of  the scale of  operation 

owing to easy access to the large regional 

market buoyed by increased investment and 

more efficient allocation of  regional re-

sources.  

Dr. Selim Raihan is Professor at the Department of Economics, University 

of Dhaka, Bangladesh and the Executive Director of the South Asian Net-

work on Economic Modeling (SANEM). He holds a Ph.D. from the Universi-

ty of Manchester, UK. He is the Honorary Senior Research Fellow at the 

University of Manchester, UK. He is the alumni of the Harvard University’s  

program on “Cutting Edge of Development Thinking”. Dr. Raihan possess-

es vast expertise in empirical research on international trade, economic 

growth, poverty, labor market,  macroeconomic policies, political econo-

my, and climate change issues. He has worked quite extensively on applied 

economics, especially assessing impacts of trade and economic policies, 

using country-specific and global Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) 

models, and micro and macro-econometric modeling and estimation tech-

niques. Dr. Raihan has published 17 journal articles, 23 books, 35 book 

chapters and 45 working papers.    
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Consequently, intra- regional trade in agricul-

ture and food products is crucial to improve 

the situation of  food security in the region. 

Inarguably, deeper regional integration 

through trade and transport facilitation, 

along with the presence of  efficient regional 

supply chains, will dramatically improve in-

tra- regional trade and increase the competi-

tiveness of  South Asian countries to better 

participate in the global market. Meanwhile, 

peace dividends of  intra-country stable po-

litical relations— a pre- requisite for regional 

integration— will also be immensely high. 

Q uestion: Can you highlight the chal-

lenges that still remain for an effective 

integration of  South Asia? 

Effective regional integration in South Asia 

is constrained by a number of  factors in-

cluding tariff  and non- tariff  barriers, weak 

infrastructure, poor awareness among stake-

holders, a lack of  political will, and low lev-

els of  investment. Though tariffs continue 

to be reduced bilaterally, regionally, and even 

globally, the burden of  non- tariff  barriers 

(NTBs) remains a serious challenge in South 

Asia. NTBs can be formal restrictions on 

trade that range from quotas to sanctions, or 

they can be administrative bottlenecks, inef-

ficient customs procedures, and standards-

compliance hurdles that include everything 

from strict packaging and sanitary require-

ments to the mandatory multiple weighing 

of  consignments at borders.  

There are some important structural differ-

ences among the South Asian countries. 

While, Afghanistan, Nepal and Bhutan are 

the landlocked countries, Maldives and Sri 

Lanka are the island countries. Being the 

landlocked countries and having the land-

boundary with only India, both Nepal and 

Bhutan are heavily dependent on India with 

respect to their exports and imports. Also, 

majority of  the trade among South Asian 

countries happen through land borders with 

inadequate infrastructural facilities. There 

are problems of  easy cross-border move-

ment of  goods, vehicles and people, leading 

to a time-consuming and costly process. 

This results in a high-degree of  trade costs 

between countries and thus restricts 

smoother transactions and discourages 

trade.  

Q uestion: Given that manufacturing has 

traditionally played a key role in the eco-

nomic development,  how important do 

you think is manufacturing sector for 

driving growth in South Asian countries 

especially for countries like India? 

Making the manufacturing sector as the 

driver of  growth has several benefits, espe-

cially in the long run, such as diversification 

of  the economy, employment generation, 

technology transfer, and welfare improve-

ment of  the people. Through this process, 

an economy experiences an increase in the 

share of  manufacturing in Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP).  

An analysis of  the data of  the share of  man-

ufacturing value-added in GDP for five 

South Asian countries (Bangladesh, India, 

Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka) for 1970-

2016 suggests that India increased its share 

of  manufacturing value-added in GDP from 

16.2% in 1970 to 19.1% in 1980. However, 

since 1980, India had been experiencing de-

clining share of  manufacturing value-added 

in GDP, and the share fell to 16.5% in 2016, 

which depicts some signs of  a premature 

deindustrialization. The trend in share of  

manufacturing value-added in GDP for both 
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Pakistan (declined from 16.1% in 1970 to 

12.8% in 2016)   and    Nepal   (increased 

from 3.7% in 1970 to 9.4% in 2000, but de-

clined to 5.9% in 2016). Recently Sri Lanka 

also showed signs of  a premature deindus-

trialization. Contrary to all other South 

Asian countries, Bangladesh had been expe-

riencing an increasing share of  manufactur-

ing value-added in GDP.  In 2016, Bangla-

desh had the largest share of  manufacturing 

value-added in GDP (17.9%) among the 

South Asian countries.  

However, the pace at which South Asian 

countries, and especially India, have in-

creased their manufacturing shares in GDP, 

have been considerably slower than those of  

many newly industrialized countries in East 

and Southeast Asia. Newly industrialized 

countries from East and Southeast Asia saw 

rapid rises in shares of  manufacturing value 

added. All these contributed to the massive 

reduction in poverty, large- scale employment 

generation, and rise in per capita incomes by 

many folds within a much shorter time in 

those countries.  

There are few major issues which need to be 

in order for a rapid manufacturing growth in 

South Asia. There are a number of  policy-

induced challenges, which need to be ad-

dressed. Also, several supply- side con-

straints, in the form of  weak infrastructure 

and the high cost of  doing business, need to 

be addressed within a short time span. Fur-

thermore, the current state of  human capital 

is not conducive at all for a rapid manufac-

turing growth in South Asia.  Finally, the po-

litical economy factors, especially the institu-

tional development for rapid manufacturing 

growth is a dire need.     

 

Q uestion: Bangladesh has seen broad-

based gains in health,  education,  infant 

mortality and life expectancy,”  said Dan-

iel Gay,  Inter-Regional Adviser on LDCs 

in UN DESA’s Development Policy and 

Analysis Division.   How do you react to 

this? 

Over the past four and half  decades since 

independence, notwithstanding many exter-

nal and internal shocks, Bangladesh has in-

creased its per capita income by four- fold, 

and cut poverty by more than half. Bangla-

desh‘s economic growth rates in recent years 

have been higher than most of  the South 

Asian countries and many of  the sub-

Saharan African countries. These positive 

development experiences provide the basis 

for optimism that despite many policy and 

institutional constraints and despite the 

global uncertainties, Bangladesh is expected 

to make inroads in improving the living 

standards of  its citizens. Such high growth 

performance and social development have 

been perceived as a ‗paradox‘ or 

‗development surprise‘ by many. 

However, there are genuine concerns that 

the business-as-usual process of  economic 

and social development might not lead 

Bangladesh to achieve much larger and im-

portant development goals like SDGs by 

2030 and becoming an upper-middle income 

country in next two decades. For example, 

regrettably, Bangladesh is among the bottom 

list of  countries in the world with the lowest 

ratio of  public expenditure on education 

and health to the GDP. Bangladesh, there-

fore,  has  to  make  some extraordinary ef-

forts in its economic and social develop-

ment process in the days to come.   
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Q uestion: Bangladesh has done excep-

tionally well in Garment sector and it is 

now very common to find a “Made in 

Bangladesh”  tag in majority of  retail 

chains in advanced countries?  Has this 

sector peaked or is there more to achieve 

yet? 

From a small base of  only around US$ 32 

million in 1984, garment exports have 

grown to around US$ 31 billion by 2018, 

accounting for more than 80% of  export 

earnings in Bangladesh. Garment has been 

an important contributor to growth and 

employment generation in Bangladesh. Fe-

male participation in the formal labor mar-

ket underwent a major shift with the rise of  

the garment industry in Bangladesh. How-

ever, the garment industry of  Bangladesh is 

now at a crossroad. It is now time to focus 

on how Bangladesh could retain its compar-

ative advantage and continue its success sto-

ry in the future given the increased compe-

tition from other countries, growing strin-

gent compliance issues, and the fact that to 

what extent the country will be able to en-

hance its competitiveness in doing business. 

There is a critical need for enhancing labor 

productivity, moving up to the higher value-

added products through introducing new 

technology along the production line spur-

ring innovation, and enhancing Bangla-

desh‘s competitiveness by reducing the cost 

of  doing business. The sustainability of  this 

industry also depends on how carefully and 

properly the issues related to the welfare of  

the workers are addressed. 

 

 

 

Q uestion: You have been associated 

with SANEM, a leading think tank of  

South Asia.  How do you see SANEM in 

future contributing to the development 

of  young economists of  the region and 

as a platform for discussing regional is-

sues?  

SANEM is a leading think tank of  South 

Asia with a network of  economists and pol-

icy makers. SANEM works in the areas of  

international trade, macro economy, pov-

erty, labor market, environment, political 

economy and economic modeling. SANEM 

has maintained strong research collabora-

tion with global, regional and local think-

tanks, research and development organiza-

tions, universities and individual researchers. 

SANEM always promotes young research-

ers from Bangladesh and South Asia 

through regular training programs, work-

shops, conferences, and research programs. 

One of  SANEM‘s flagship events is the 

South Asian Training Program on CGE 

modeling, where every year more than 30 

young researchers from South Asia partici-

pate. Also, there is always a separate session 

for the young economists in SANEM‘s An-

nual Economists Conference (SAEC). 

Young economists also write in SANEM‘s 

flagship monthly publication ‗Thinking 

Aloud‘.  SANEM also has a close relation-

ship with the SAESM. Many of  the SAESM 

participants have worked with SANEM in 

different capacities.  
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INVITED ARTICLES 

South Asia has reached a pivotal point in 

time. Comprising the states of  Afghanistan, 

Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan, 

Sri Lanka, and The Maldives, and home of  

around one- fourth of  the world‘s population, 

the region has witnessed remarkable up and 

downs in all spheres of  state and society. 

Even a passing view of  its current develop-

ments shows that the entire subcontinent is 

in transition and has reached a crossroads. 

Despite a more or less shared colonial past, 

the time of  the so-called British Raj (colonial 

rule), the South Asian states have progressed 

along widely diverse paths of  statehood, na-

tion-building, and different strategies of  de-

velopment. This finds its most visible expres-

sion not only in the tremendous variety of  

types of  regimes ranging from democracies 

to authoritarian regimes (including monar-

chical systems and military dictatorships), but 

also in the subcontinent‘s emergence as a hub 

for international terrorism, religious funda-

mentalism, large socio-political movements 

with separatist and anti- systemic or pro-

democratic dispositions. On top of  this, sev-

eral states faced the challenge of  boosting 

their economies to address the worrying 

manifold socioeconomic difficulties. Having 

this in mind, it does not come as a surprise 

that South Asia is home to persistent en-

counters between Eastern and Western con-

cepts and notions of  institution-  and nation-

buildings as well as normative foundation of  

nations to address the manifold tasks. The 

fact that the region is struggling not only 

with multi- layered social- economic uncer-

tainties but also with deeply entrenched na-

tional disharmonies and bilateral crisis makes 

it a site of  some of  the world‘s most intracta-

ble intra-  as well as inter- state conflicts. This 

has lead critical analysts -already some dec-

ades ago-  to identify the region as a part of  

the global ‗Arc of  Crisis‘ (Rehman, 2013, 

March 7; Lenczowski, 1979). In this context 

one must state that South Asia was not able 

to fully recover from the traumatic partition 

that followed the end of  the European pres-

ence. Latter phenomenon turned into a ma-

Siegfried O. Wolf is a German political scientist and a researcher with 

South Asia Institute, Universität Heidelberg. Additionally, he is the Di-

rector of Research at Brussels-based geopolitical think tank, South Asia 

Democratic Forum and also, an affiliated researcher at the Pakistan 

Security Research Unit (PSRU), Durham University. Wolf is a political 

writer and commentator in international media on South Asia. He has 

been quoted regularly in Al Arabiya English, Business Standard, China 

Global Television Network, The Daily Star (Bangladesh), Deutsche 

Welle, The Economic Times, E-International Relations, The New York 

Times, The Straits Times, Ouest-France and The Wall Street Journal. He 

completed his degrees in Master of Arts (Class of 2003) in South Asian 

political science and Doctor of Philosophy (Class of 2009) from Univer-

sity of Heidelberg. 

Hot politics, cold economics – the need to bridge the 

connectivity gap in South Asia: Siegfried O. Wolf  
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- jor source for intraregional diplomatic con-

flicts and fully fledged wars became rampant 

and prevailed over the logic and rational of  

effective and cohesive regional co-operation.  

Subsequently, South Asia has not stood out 

as one of  the great success stories when it 

comes to regional integration and cooperate 

on. This finds its most visible expression in 

the limited achievements of  the South Asian 

Association of  Regional Cooperation 

(SAARC).  

Instead of  functioning as a vehicle for multi-

lateral collaboration, since its final establish-

ment in 1985 it is hampered by inadequate 

political will or insufficient capacities or re-

sources to promote sustainable integration 

and cooperation process (Rahman, 2004). 

Fundamental state-building tasks and bilat-

eral issues caught the main attention of  the 

South Asian political leaderships after gain-

ing independence. Subsequently, regionalism 

and inter- region cooperation was a distant 

concern for these newly founded states 

(Datta, 2017, p. 17) 

However, one has to understand that region-

al integration and cooperation is not a linear 

process; it is an evolutionary path marked by 

various heights and lows. The appearance of  

persistent challenges within the EU, which is 

often portrayed as the world‘s pioneer of  re-

gionalization, can be seen as a proof. Despite 

having experienced several deep crises, the 

EU continues to function without undermin-

ing its basic normative principles and stresses 

the resilience of  the integration process in 

Europe. In other words, the traumatic lega-

cies of  the past - foremost the experience of  

two world wars, the destruction of  Europe 

and the experience of  radical ideologies lead-

ing to the death of  so many millions of  peo-

ple, the collective memory of  it as well as the 

political determination to finally change the 

unfortunate trajectories-  created a path to-

wards European integration which some-

times takes loop ways but does not change its 

direction.  

Today it seems that South Asia finally 

reached a turning point too, which could lead 

the region towards more regionalization. 

Therefore, it is most important that one 

takes the current developments in the respec-

tive countries into account since it seems that 

several trends occurred which have the po-

tential dynamic to break with entrenched, 

unfortunate patterns of  the past. Here, be-

sides the steady rise of  religious extremism, 

Jihadism, and cross-border terrorism 

(including the state-sponsorship of  it) turn-

ing bilateral ties sour, there is an awareness 

among South Asian political decision-makers 

that the steady process of  regional disinte-

gration needs to be reversed. Additionally, 

suffering from a multitude of  socio-

economic inequalities but at the same time 

having the opportunity to evaluate one‘s own 

situation in a comparative national as well as 

international perspective, South Asia‘s grow-

ing civil societies are starting to question the 

harmful logic of  fragmented national inter-

ests and conflicts. Consequently, the argu-

ment that most of  the current problems are 

rooting in unfavourable colonial legacies is 

losing its credibility in justifying underdevel-

opment and political instability. This of  

course will not force the individual national 

governments immediately to increase trust 

and transparency of  state behaviour, but it 

might help to overcome the endemic 

unwillingness to initiate any co-

hesive, purposeful action in 

the direction of  ending the 
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- ful action in the direction of  ending the tra-

ditional political and economic disunity in the 

region. Today one can state that there is a 

greater perception of  the necessity for inter-

state rapproche-ment and cooperation to un-

leash new dynamics in the direction of  a 

more integrated South Asia.  

 

This process is undoubtedly enforced 

through voices from within the region which 

are increasingly advocating a break with un-

fortunate historical paths to achieve security, 

economic development and public welfare, 

and the complex identity crises of  the South 

Asian states. Along with all the major stake-

holders in the region, India is of  crucial im-

portance for the success of  any kind of  re-

gional project.  Not only because of  the tre-

mendous asymmetries in size and population, 

which make India the natural centre piece of  

South Asia, but also because of  newly and 

partly rediscovered interests in the energy re-

sources and trade potential that new routes, 

allegiances and transport agreements may 

yield. This is gaining momentum since all 

South Asian states share a border with India, 

but practically none share a common border, 

except for the troubled Durand Line between 

Afghanistan and Pakistan. Furthermore, it is 

important to note that the smaller states of  

South Asia too are not spared by the global 

dynamics and subsequent regional processes 

of  transition. Each of  them has discovered 

their geopolitical leverage within the emerg-

ing regional dynamics. Yet they are still con-

strained by complex internal politics. Need-

less to say, whichever the outcome of  this 

process may be, it will define the internation-

al perception of  South Asia as an area of  

persistent crisis or as a region which still has 

the potential to develop fruitful cooperation. 

But what could the driving forces and appro-

priate instruments for improved regional co-

operation be? It becomes clear, that besides 

some individual success stories, South Asian 

states have to contend with endemic poverty, 

tremendous inequalities, mega-urbanisation, 

and extra-ordinary challenges when it comes 

to infrastructure, environmental issues, food 

and energy security. Most of  these issues can 

be linked with the lack of  connectivity within 

South Asia and its interconnections with oth-

er regions, like South East Asia or Central 

Asia. Against this backdrop, the concept of  

Economic Corridors (ECs) could contribute 

significantly. The establishment of  a South 

Asia wide network of  ECs would improve 

trade and transport facilities which would un-

doubtedly make trading between the coun-

tries easier, more stable and less costly. Addi-

tionally, it would improve the infrastructure 

which is still ‗abysmally inadequate and of  

poor quality‘ compared to the one in other 

regions (Karim, 2017, p. 15). If  this challenge 

is sufficiently addressed, ECs are able to cre-

ate more opportunities for the successful es-

tablishment of  cross-regional linkages. Addi-

tionally, it will help to link South Asia with 

global transport and logistic networks and 

production chains. In this context, ECs are 

not only able to play a key role in integrating 

economies (Vickerman, 2002) across a region 

and function as essential building blocks of  

regional economic integration (Kuroda et al, 

2007) but they can be seen as an important 

confidence building measure in a political 

non-congenial environment. However, in or-

der to be able to benefit from these potential 

positive impacts, the planner of  an EC needs 

to move beyond the economic prism and 

consider the larger political and social con-

text. If  this will be not sufficiently done, the 

development of  an EC can also lead to fur-
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- ther entrenchment of  existing conflicts and 

cleavages, turning a peaceful regional cooper-

ation into an even more distant dream, espe-

cially in South Asia. 

However, taken into account the persistent 

tensions in India-Pakistan relations as well as 

New Delhi‘s unease with Beijing‘s major de-

velopment vision, the ‗Belt and Road‘ initia-

tive/BRI (currently the strongest driving 

force of  economic corridor constructions 

world-wide), and its extensions into South 

Asia, foremost the China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC), it seems highly unlikely 

that the political differences can be suffi-

ciently bridged in the new future. One must 

expect, that the ongoing distrust and subse-

quent lack of  political consensus will contin-

ue to hamper severely cross-border connec-

tivity within the region. Therefore, it is im-

perative to understand the challenges which 

major, cross-border infrastructure projects in 

South Asia are facing.  

To sum up, by monitoring several economic 

corridor projects, like the ongoing implemen-

tation of  the CPEC and the attached chal-

lenges, it becomes obvious that a compre-

hensive approach to the concept of  ECs is 

needed, not only to guide the formulation 

and implementation of  such a mega develop-

ment initiative, but also to measure its effec-

tivity, efficiency and sustainability. An assess-

ment of  the performance of  an EC just on 

the basic of  economic cost-benefit calcula-

tions or the increase in trade volumes, build-

up of  physical infrastructure, logistics, ser-

vices, or industrial and manufacturing areas 

among other quantitative indicators is crucial 

but far too narrow. To consider the social 

and political dimensions of  the EC imple-

mentation is of  utmost importance, especial-

ly in South Asian countries facing a multitude 

of  domestic as well as bilateral challenges. 

The case of  South Asia clearly underlines the 

challenges for a smooth implementation and 

further functioning of  ECs when overt or 

clandestine, simmering social, political and 

economic flashpoints are not taken account 

sufficiently. The unwillingness and/or inabil-

ity to create a regional political consensus as 

well as the gap in local ownership of  the 

people in remote areas due partisan econom-

ic interests of  the national decision-makers, 

the lack in communication and transparency 

are increasingly provoking additional re-

sistance towards EC initiatives. In tackling 

this puzzle, first South Asian experiences 

with development strategy based on ECs are 

showing that numerous aspects have to be 

factored in to ensure not only a successful 

implementation but also a smooth function-

ing offering maximum benefits for the actors 

involved. 
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Consider a recent terrorist attack in London, 

which stood out. It was an attack on Muslims 

as they spilled out of  the mosque after pray-

ers by a lone white man in the early hours of  

the morning. The Finsbury Park incident 

took place during Ramadan and the man was 

alleged to have shouted ―I want to kill all 

Muslims –  I did my bit‖ after the hired van 

hit a crowd that had gathered to help an el-

derly man who had collapsed near a mosque. 

What made this a startling event was not the 

copycat attack of  other terrorist attacks, but 

the response of  the victims and bystanders. 

The driver was apprehended and about a 100 

people surrounded him, ready to punish him 

–  but were stopped by the imam of  the 

mosque who had been alerted to the inci-

dent. He shouted at the crowd: ―No one 

touch him –  no one! No one!‖ Using his sta-

tus as a religious leader, he pushed back the 

crowd, pleaded for calm and had a group of  

men encircle the attacker to ensure his safety, 

flagged down a police van and handed him 

over. The man was unscathed. This remarka-

ble imam Mohammed Mahmoud is no wise 

grey beard but a young man of  30, a London 

lad who loves cooking, films and hanging out 

with friends. But on this Ramdan night, he 

emerged a hero. When celebrated by the me-

dia and others for his bravery, he was mod-

est. ―It was‖ he insisted, a "community ef-

fort" and "collective effort of  restraint" . 

During a sermon the imam gave the follow-

ing Friday prayers, he praised his community 

for controlling their anger after the attack 

and reminded everyone: ―All life is sacred.‖  

I start with this vignette of  a recent event for 

it raises the key issues that I would like to ad-

dress in this brief  paper; the issues of  Islam 

and its relationship to violence, the nature of  

restraint and patience, the honouring of  law 

over personal revenge, the challenge of  moti-

vating a group to behave in a civil fashion 

rather than a mob –  are all issues that are at 

the heart of  the Khudai khidmatgar move-

ment that was the subject of  my research 

National amnesia and the Khudai Khidmatgar 

movement: Mukulika Banerjee 
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 nearly thirty years ago. The repercussions of  

the amnesia about this remarkable movement 

for independence, in Pakistan and also in In-

dia, are acute in today‘s world dominated 

equally by Islamic terrorism and Islamopho-

bia.  

The contemporary significance of  the 

Khudai Khidmatgar story 

The world has changed beyond recognition 

since the first edition in January 2001, in a 

way that has made the present more closely 

resemble the past and the book more rele-

vant and contemporary than I could have 

guessed at the time. Then, the name ‗Pathan‘ 

or ‗Pashtun‘, being the largest population 

group in Afghanistan and the North-West 

Province of  Pakistan (now Khyber Pakh-

tunkhwa) was little known outside the sub-

continent or beyond circles of  old British of-

ficials and some historians and anthropolo-

gists. So, a first book by an academic based 

on interviews with elderly revolutionaries 

that discussed the Pathans‘ non-violent 

movement against the British in the 1930s 

and 1940s appeared to have niche interest at 

best. Nine months later, however, the Twin 

Towers in Manhattan were felled and the US 

invaded Afghanistan to pursue al-Qaeda. The 

Taliban, born during the earlier war against 

the Soviets in Afghanistan, revived and 

fought the new invaders, and very soon, the 

Pashtuns, who dominated the Taliban, had 

become well-known throughout the western 

media . 

Suddenly then, the Pashtuns were once more 

stereotyped and essentialised -  as they had 

deliberately been by the British -  as violent 

and uncontrollable and as religious fanatics. 

More generally, the ‗shock and awe‘ strategy 

after 2001 encouraged similar anti-Muslim 

rhetoric and actions from London to Mos-

cow. In my own country, India, February 

2002 saw a terrible pogrom against Muslims 

in the state of  Gujarat, abetted by the au-

thorities. The following fifteen years has seen 

growing strife, chaos and suffering through-

out the Muslim world. 

This tragic sequence of  events thus gave my 

book great resonance and, amid the political 

hysteria, made more important than ever its 

central point –  that violence is not intrinsic 

or essential to the Pashtuns or to Islam or to 

masculinity. This is eloquently illustrated by 

the photographs of  the towering Khan Ab-

dul Gaffar Khan and unarmed ‗soldiers‘ of  

the Khudai Khidmtgar movement, com-

posed, well drilled and turning the other 

cheek, facing down the British batons, guns 

and provocation. For seventeen long years, 

they reformed their own communities, put 

aside their internal feuding and vendettas, 

and unified in a peaceful, brave and princi-

pled non-violent struggle, which they sus-

tained despite persecution, torture, imprison-

ment and execution.  Faced with the military 

power of  the British, they grasped the moral 

and practical superiority of  non-violence as 

political praxis, and creatively used their cul-

tural and religious resources and moral con-

cepts to justify it and to develop new forms 

of  social organisation and action to support 

it.  

So, for example, Badshah Khan highlighted 

the virtue of  patience in Islam, and stressed 

the idea of  the greater jihad (jihad- i-akbar) to 

help people understand that the real struggle 

was the spiritual one within, to conquer fear 

of  the enemy, and anger, and to forgive 

them. The movement also utilised 

the key values of  Pashtun cus-

tom –  of  ghairat (courage), 

melmastia (hospitality), badal 
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 (revenge), nanawatai (offering refuge to any-

one, even the enemy) -  to treat the colonial 

government as unwanted guests who had 

breached the code of  hospitality and needed 

to be evicted, politely but firmly. The uncivi-

lised and violent response from the visitors 

was met with great dignity and unwavering 

courage, until eventually they did leave in 

1947. The revolutionary ideology the Khudai 

khidmatgars fashioned was thus rooted or-

ganically in their society and therefore readily 

communicable and comprehensible to its 

rank and file.  

The Khudai Khidmatgars also recognised 

that an adherence to the difficult idea of  non

-violence required not only spiritual disci-

pline but bodily discipline too. For that, they 

adopted the idiom of  the army, instituting 

drills and manoeuvers for picketing and pro-

test, and dressing in red uniforms cheekily 

imitating those of  the elite Frontier Constab-

ulary, replacing English broadcloth with 

homespun khadi.  

This approach incensed the colonial officers. 

They had expected the Frontier to be their 

playground, a scenic setting for dashing 

young officers to hone their skills in warfare 

fighting against the elusive crack shot Pash-

tuns who they considered to be ‗real men‘, in 

contrast to the ‗down country Hindoo‘. In-

stead, they now found themselves confront-

ed with static lines of  red shirts and brown 

belts, looking strangely like their own, and 

occupying a dignified high moral ground of  

civil disobedience, claiming to serve no line-

age, tribe or king but to be only ‗servants of  

God‘.  

 At the first Bacha Khan lecture in London 

that I was privileged to deliver in November 

2016, I was overwhelmed by the interest in 

the story of  the unarmed Pashtuns from the 

younger members of  the audience and glob-

ally through social media. They wanted to 

know why Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan was 

held in suspicion in their country, even 

though he had led such an important inde-

pendence movement. This is a process of  

rediscovery for them, as the Khudai Khid-

matgars had long been suppressed and si-

lenced in Pakistan for having first allied with 

the Indian National Congress and opposed 

Partition of  British India, and then favoured 

greater provincial autonomy within the new 

nation . Banned, its papers and buildings 

seized and destroyed, and many of  its activ-

ists, including Badshah Khan himself, spend-

ing more time in jail after independence than 

before, the Khudai Khidmatgar movement 

was written out of  the national narrative.  

As Pakistan marked its 70th anniversary of  

independence, with a new more self-

confident generation that is curious about its 

own history, the story of  the Khudai khid-

matgars fills an important gap in the creation 

story of  the nation, and will help young Paki-

stanis learn, own and tell this story in various 

ways for future generations. And in the con-

temporary climate of  Islamism and Islam-

ophobia, with the risks and temptations of  

radicalised young men desperate to believe in 

a cause, the lesson of  the success of  non-

violence among Pashtuns is certainly one to 

spread and ponder. 
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 Challenges of right to clean environment in       

Nepal: Dadhi Adhikari 

 

The constitution of  Nepal that was promul-

gated three years back establishes the right to 

the clean environment as the fundamental 

right in its article 30. The article 30 states: 

 (1) Each person shall have the right to live in 

a healthy and clean environment.  

(2) The victim of  environmental pollution 

and degradation shall have the right to be 

compensated by the pollutant as provided for 

by law.  

(3) Provided that this Article shall not be 

deemed to obstruct the making of  required 

legal provisions to strike a balance between 

environment and development for the use of  

national development works.   

Sub article 1 and 2 have direct economic 

consequences. In the context of  current en-

vironmental quality in Nepal, especially status 

of  air and water quality, enforcing sub article 

1 needs to make several new arrangements in 

the country. Although the government has 

not brought out laws and bylaws to enforce 

the article 30, government must define the 

healthy and clean environment first. There 

are severe confusions around the world while 

defining the clean and healthy environment. 

The adjectives "clean" and "healthy" added 

to the word "environment" in the constitu-

tion exacerbate the problem (Daly 2012). It is 

not clear how clean and healthy the environ-

ment should be to meet the constitutional 

requirement.  

One approach to define clean and healthy 

environment can be to accept some interna-

tionally agreed standards. For example; the 

clean and healthy air could be the one where 

one-hour PM2.5 level is less than 25  . Simi-

larly, the clean and healthy water could be the 

one that does not exceed the recommended 

limits on naturally occurring constituents that 

may have direct adverse health impact.  

Once the clean and healthy environment is 

defined then the next step is to maintain the 

environment as per the definition. The aver-

age PM2.5 level in Kathmandu is 95  

(measured at Phora Durbar, Kathmandu on 

16th December 2018 at 1:00 PM). This level 

of  PM2.5 is way higher than the recom-
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ronmental and natural resource economics. He graduated 
with his Ph.D. in economics from the University of New Mexi-
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alyze issues of climate change, water, land and forest re-
sources. He received his master’s degree in development and 
resource economics from the Norwegian University of Life 
Sciences, Norway along with an  M.A. from the Tribhuvan Uni-
versity, Nepal. Besides having long experience of teaching at 
the Tribhuvan University, he also holds substantial research 
experience in various issues facing Nepal. 
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recommended level i.e. 25   . The situation is 

not different for drinking water too. One 

study found that pH, conductivity, turbidity, 

chloride, iron, arsenic, ammonia, and Coli-

form bacteria in the drinking water of  Kath-

mandu exceeds the WHO standard guideline 

(Koju et al. 2014).  

Bringing air and water quality within the limit 

set by the definition requires several 

measures to be adapted. For example, some 

of  the broad areas to be addressed for main-

taining air quality in Kathmandu could be: 

Developing environmentally sustainable 

transport system, environment friendly con-

struction activities, reducing emissions of  in-

dustries in the valley, environmentally sound 

Management of  wastes (dealing with toxic air 

pollutants), promoting cleaner fuel and tech-

nology to minimize domestic pollution 

(indoor air pollution). All these activities will 

require to adopt new technology, new equip-

ment, and improved behavior. All these activ-

ities require new investment that incurs into 

cost for individual and society. Same story is 

true of  other environmental issues too.  

Sub-article 30(2) has even more complicated 

cost issue. This sub-article as guaranteed a 

victim to be compensated by the pollutant. 

The complication arises to make decision on 

the issues like (i) was the victim really victim-

ized by pollution? (ii) If  yes then who is the 

polluter? (iii) if  the polluter is identified then 

what is the level of  compensation? (iv) if  the 

polluter is not identified then how the com-

pensation will be made? Let's explain these 

issues with an example. 

The department of  health services (DOHS) 

in Nepal reported that respiratory diseases 

are the top most reason for outpatients‘ con-

sultations in 2013-2014 (MoHP 2014a). Simi-

larly, obstructive pulmonary disease is the 

topmost cause of  mortality among inpatients 

(MoHP 2014b). Respiratory diseases can be 

the outcome of  unhealthy diet, physical inac-

tivity, tobacco use, indoor air pollution, out-

door air pollution, allergens, occupational 

agents, age, heredity (Cruz 2007). Owing to 

this fact, if  some victim suffering from res-

piratory disease knocks on the door of  the 

court then the court needs first to decide that 

disease was caused by the air pollution fully 

or partly. This is a very difficult task. The 

court needs to take the help of  doctors, ex-

perts, and reference of  international practice. 

Once it is decided that the victim was victim-

ized by the air pollution then the need is to 

decide the amount and method of  compen-

sation. There are some theories to determine 

such compensation based on losses. The ma-

jor three types of  loses are: death economic 

losses, chronic disease economic losses and 

other disease economic losses. Different 

methods can be used to calculate the health 

economic losses caused by air pollution (Yu 

and Hui 2016). It is not that simple and 

straight forward to estimate such losses and 

determine the amount of  compensation. But 

let's assume that the court is able to decide 

the level of  compensation. Another million-

dollar question is who will be responsible for 

paying the compensation for the victim. Out-

door air pollution is not an outcome of  a sin-

gle polluter. In this situation court has to find 

some way out so that the victim could be 

compensated. 

To sum up, establishing right to clean and 

healthy environment as the fundamental right 

in Nepal is a very progressive move. Howev-

er, implementation of  this right 

faces severe challenges. It pos-

sesses not only the adminis-

trative challenges but also 
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economic challenges. The need is to first 

bring out laws, bylaws, and procedures fol-

lowing the international practices. 
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tems to support such a significant global population. The Mittal Institute programs and projectsare working to ac-
tively address issues of equity, sustainability, and livability. Through research conducted by students and faculty, 
to partnerships with governments and organizations to seminars held on campus and across the world, The Mittal 
Institute is working to improve the lives of all people throughout the region and beyond.  

Harvard University formally recognized the South Asia Initiative as an academic institute in 2013, signaling the uni-
versity’s longstanding commitment to the region and the beginning of an exciting new era for South Asian studies 
at Harvard. The Mittal Institute now serves as the premier center on regional studies, cross-disciplinary research, 
and innovative programming, pertaining to South Asia. 

Goals: 

 Facilitate scholarly exchanges among Harvard faculty and students, international South Asia specialists, vis-
iting academics, and public figures from South Asia. 

 Sponsor lectures and conferences at Harvard and in the region by distinguished academic, governmental, and 
business leaders whose work contributes to a better understanding of the challenges facing South Asia.  

 Support Harvard students with grants for language study, research, and internships in-region. 

 Bring knowledge from South Asia to Harvard by supporting faculty with grants for research. 

 Build a community of stakeholders committed to building scholarship on South Asia at Harvard and in-region. 

Countries they work with: 

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Maldives, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Tibet and diaspora populations 
from these countries. 
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COUNTRY FOCUS : AFGHANISTAN 

This newsletter starts with a new section, where we review a South 

Asian economy through pen of the young budding economists of the 

country. For the first such attempt, our country of focus is Afghani-

stan.  Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, is a landlocked country located 

within South-Central Asia. It has been in news for reasons of political 

economy for many decades. Real GDP growth continues to remain at 

the level of below 3% and is mainly  driven by the agriculture sector.  

Economic reforms/modernization, and social transformation are still 

waiting to happen. The indicators of development + poverty, inequali-

ty, health and education remain low and in need of strong and stable 

growth to transform the economy.   

PARTICIPANT INSIGHTS  

FOOD &  

SECURITY 

Shawkatullah                  
Muslimwal                          
(Kabul University)           
2018 participant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Afghanistan is an unstable economy. Unexpected 

and volatile changes can be seen in all indicators of 

its economic profile. Poverty and food security are 

two big challenges that always hinder the efforts of 

reaching sustainable development and meeting 

global goals in 2030.  

Poverty has been a big challenge for welfare devel-

opment of the Afghan population. Figures from the 

last one and a half decade can illustrate the status, 

determinants and effects of the extreme poverty 

rate in Afghanistan. The most recent figures that we 

have access to, is the Afghanistan Living Condition 

Survey (ALCS) conducted and presented by the 

Central Statistics Organization of Afghanistan 

(CSO) on May 8, 2018. This survey indicates a 

sharp deterioration in the welfare of Afghan people; 

the proportion of the population living under the 

national poverty line is 54.5% in 2016–2017 which 

shows a significant increase from 2011-2012 and a 

very high increase from 2007-2008 (38.3% and 

33.7%, respectively).  

The poverty rate spreads across the urban and rural 

Afghanistan despite there being an obvious differ-

ence in the poverty rates of rural Afghans and the 

urban Afghans. Looking at the findings, we observe 

that not only the poverty rate has been increased, 

but also the depth or intensity of poverty –  the pov-

erty gap ratio –  has been more than doubled during 

2007 and 2017, increased from 7.2 to 15 percent in 

2016-2017 (CSO, 2018).  

There are many factors which have prevented the 

Afghans from having access to the very basic needs 

of life and finally live below the poverty line. The 

dependency ratio, relatively having more inter-

household members, education and literacy are 

pointed as the most favorable leading factors of 

these 16 million poor Afghans. A 23.9% of unem-

ployment rate, which hits mostly the young and 

unskilled Afghans, is another potential factor which 

in long-run firstly injures the financial accessibility 

of Afghans and secondly pushing them under the 

poverty line. Afghanistan has land and other natu-

ral resources for an economy to be relying on agri-

culture, and 80.2 % of the total employed popula-

tion are working in agriculture and food produc-

tion. In a broad view, Afghans shall have good 

food security level but the comprehensiveness and 

multidimensionality aspects of food security do not 

easily let individuals be in a good situation. In an-

other view, lot of conditions should be met before 

we call an individual or a household a food           

secure one.  
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Considering above arguments, food insecurity is 

the next phenomenon hitting Afghans welfare after 

poverty. 44.6% of Afghans are food insecure (the 

proportion of population below minimum level of 

dietary energy consumption) which shows a tre-

mendous increase from 2011–2012 (approximately 

30%). Of 44.6%, roughly 13% of the population is 

even very severely food insecure (CSO, 2018). 

Close to one third (30%) of Afghan population do 

not meet the daily protein requirement of at least 

50 grams per person per day. Two out of five Af-

ghans have food consumption with poor dietary 

diversity, lacking adequate amounts of nutritious 

items, proteins and micronutrients.  

A bunch of factors are pointed out which pushed 

Afghans to this chronic food insecurity situation. A 

multivariate analysis of household- level factors 

conducted by the author of this article, indicates 

household income, education, food securing 

sources, household size and physical access to mar-

ket are favorable effecting factors which lead Af-

ghans to be either severely or moderately food in-

secure (Muslimwal, 2017).  

To sum up, poverty and food insecurity are two 

items which look always emergent and in high dif-

ference with SDG indicators. In a view, we can dis-

cover that the factors affecting food security and 

poverty, themselves are affected by poverty and 

food insecurity situation of Afghan households. 

This means that Afghans are located in a cyclical 

hazard and by every cycle basic needs of lives of 

the vast majority of Afghans are eliminated.   

Overall enhancement of social security, political, 

governing and public services situation and special-

ly improving economic opportunities like employ-

ment, per capita income, education and skill-based 

literacy development for young and adults, women 

participation in income generation, long-run agri-

cultural development through global market access 

and maximizing rural-urban linkages are the points 

which are highly recommended in order to have a 

well sustained Afghanistan and a population with 

no poverty and zero hunger.  

References:   

Central Statistics Organization (2018), Afghanistan Liv-

ing Conditions Survey 2016 -2017. Highlights report. 

Kabul, CSO. 

Muslimwal, Shawkatullah (2017), An Empirical Analy-

sis of Food Security Determinants: A case study of 

Afghan Households, Quarterly Journal of Eco-

nomics of Kabul University, specialized issue (15).  

London School of Economics (LSE) launched its South Asia Centre in June 2015, to deepen its engage-
ment with South Asia and to provide coordinated and sustained engagements with the region to seek in-
novative solutions to the region’s economic, demographic and development challenges. The collabora-
tion of LSE with South Asia started in year 1912, when the school started the Department of Social Sci-
ences, with a gift by the Indian industrialist, Sir Ratan Tata. Since then, there have been numerous initia-
tives of collaboration of the school with not only India, but also other countries of the region. Currently, 
the South Asia Centre has collaborations with Afghanistan, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Bhutan, 
Maldives, Myanmar, and Nepal. The centre facilitates multi-disciplinary and multi-country research ac-
tivities, organizing events, policy-focused Working Papers and research programmes, and fellowships 
to the students. It facilitates interaction among researchers, academicians, policy-makers, and others 
who are interested in the work. Major activities that the centre is engaged in are to provide a platform for 
the exchange of knowledge between UK and South Asia-based academics, through developing and co-
ordinating new research projects in collaborations; to expand academic engagement with new South 
Asian partners, and to host public events, including lectures and seminars; to forecast political, econom-
ic, environmental and development trends across the region; and to facilitate online debate on South 
Asian issues, through blogs and social media. Some of the previous collaborations of the centre are: LSE 
Pakistan Submit, 2017, in Karachi; the ‘Colombo Development Dialogues’; and LSE-UC Berkley Bangla-
desh Submit, 2018. Students from South Asia join LSE-SAC either as Master’s students, PhD students, or 
as post-docs. Students from India and Pakistan jointly comprise one of the largest international contin-
gents on their campus. The centre provides an opportunity to the South Asian students who want to con-
duct research on South Asian issues and challenges, while enrolled at LSE. 

LSE-SOUTH ASIA CENTRE (LSE-SAC)                                                                                                                                 
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FRAGILITY IN 

HEALTHCARE 

Ebadulrahman 
Hashemi                    
(Kabul University)
2017 and 2018        
participant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After three decades of war, political instability, se-

vere drought, and a collapsed economy, Afghani-

stan‘s health system became one of the most fragile 

systems in comparison to other countries in South 

Asia. Health care facilities are in an urgent need of 

restoration. Obtaining basic shelter, food, safe 

drinking water, clothing are everyday‘s struggle of 

each Afghan. Further, there is a critical shortage of 

healthcare workers and expert human capital in 

every level of the field. There are inadequate sup-

plies of medicine, vaccines and equipments. In ad-

dition to mentioned shortcomings, saving lives in 

Afghanistan depends on having health workers in 

the field and sufficient medical supplies as well as 

food, shelter and security.  

On top of mentioned health problems, according 

to Health Profile, Afghanistan by World Health 

Organization (WHO), the population of the coun-

try has increased by 63.3% in the past 25 years, 

reaching 32 million in 2015, and is projected to in-

crease by an additional 37% in the next 25 years. 

An increasing population itself is a threat for Af-

ghanistan‘s fragile health system. Life expectancy at 

birth is estimated to be 60 years. In addition to the 

mentioned statistics, the burden of disease attribut-

able to communicable diseases is 46%, non-  com-

municable disease is 36.6% and injuries is 17.4%. 

The high share of out of pocket expenditure 

(78.8% in 2013) and reliance on donors to support 

health services is unsuitable in the long term.  

In order to develop health system and provide 

quality health services to the people around the 

country, the Ministry of Public Health of Islamic 

Republic of Afghanistan was developed and is  cur-

rently implementing the national health and nutri-

tion policy 2012-2020. Within this policy, the Min-

istry of Public Health translates their health‘s vision 

into ten strategies. These strategies target the areas 

of human resource, nutrition, access to quality ser-

vices, good governance, developing health financ-

ing, improved regulations and standardizations of 

private health sectors, creating a healthy environ-

ment and increasing the access to health technology 

and medicines.  

Implementing the ten strategies within the national 

health and nutrition policy 2012-2020 has been 

very effective for overall health service provision to 

the people. According to WHO, total expenditure 

on health per capita on international exchange rate 

has increased from 23.3 to 55.0 US Dollars be-

tween 2005 and 2013. Additionally, general govern-

ment expenditure on health during the same period 

increased from 2.1 to 11.7 US Dollars. General 

government expenditure on health as a percentage 

of total expenditure on health has also increased 

from 9.2% to 21.2% over the same period. 

Additionally, Central Statistics Organization of Af-

ghanistan (CSO) has recently published health in-

dexes and their data in Afghanistan. It shows an 

overall health situation in the country which is in a 

good shape. For example, number of basic health 

centers has increased 290 to 923 from year 2003 to 

2016. This directly increased medical supplies and 

lives savings. On the other hand, number of health 

sub centers skyrocketed from 69 to 833 centers in 

the year 2016. In addition to a considerable in-

crease in the number of hospitals, doctors, and 

medical supplies, cases of severe diseases such as 

Malaria have been decreased from 13000 cases in 

2004 to 358 in 2016.  

Thus, overall it can be said that even though fragile, 

the health system of Afghanistan is improving and 

the country is moving towards providing better 

healthcare services to its people over time.   
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AFGHANSTAN’S 
EDUCATION 
SECTOR 

 
Nazila Jalaly          
Kabul University 
2018 participant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Afghanistan shows how a country emerges from 

decades of war and conflicts together with its do-

nors, to prioritize education for all segments of so-

ciety. It is a success story in increased accessibility 

of and participation of both boys and girls in edu-

cation.  

The Ministry of Education of Afghanistan esti-

mates that there are presently 8.35 million students 

(39% of which are girls) in primary, lower second-

ary, and upper secondary government schools, in-

cluding Islamic schooling, out of a school-aged 

population of 10.33 million. However, 3.3 million 

children, the majority of which are girls, are still out 

of school. The share of the population that is 25 

years or older and has completed any level of for-

mal education is less than 7% for men and 3% for 

women.  

The major inequities in the Afghan education sys-

tem include gender, geographic location, and lan-

guage. Afghanistan has the highest level of gender 

disparity in primary education in the world, with 

only 71 girls in primary school for every 100 boys. 

Only 21% of girls complete primary education, 

with cultural barriers, such as early marriages, and a 

lack of female teachers being two of the main ob-

stacles. There are also major differences in enrol-

ment between rural and urban areas.    

Additionally, the Afghan education sector is faced 

with several blocks. Issues of supply include insecu-

rity, limited human resources, infrastructure, teach-

ers and teacher training, and teaching material, 

while issues of demand side include economic fac-

tors, cultural barriers, and governance and capacity.   

Afghanistan is presently the world‘s second largest 

recipient of Official Development Assistance 

(ODA) and dependent on external donors to main-

tain and develop their education sector. A noted 

concern is the expected reduction in external fund-

ing and the ensuing ability of the Afghan govern-

ment to maintain theirown revenue generation. The 

majority of donors channel their funding for educa-

tion through the World Bank administrated Afghan 

Reconstruction Trust Fund and the Education 

Quality Improvement Project. Afghanistan has 

joined the Global Partnership for Education. Pri-

vate sector contributions are virtually non-existent. 

There are a number of opportunities for action in 

the education sector, particularly to increase educa-

tion for girls and increase the quality of the educa-

tion.  First, the Ministry of Education of Afghani-

stan (MOE) is to strengthen and develop teacher 

training, increase the number of qualified teachers, 

and assess if and how the NGOs and CBOs might 

take on a larger role.  On the other hand, it is equal-

ly important to strengthen the MOE, specifically 

data and coordination efforts, to create mecha-

nisms for competency-based hiring, improve the 

system for collecting and handling education data, 

and strengthen linkages and collaborations with 

other Ministries.  

The Government of Afghanistan and donors can 

also explore any possibility for more girls to attend 

and stay in school. The government is advised to 

communicate transparently with donors on 

achievements and challenges to gain and maintain 

trust. In addition to that, the Afghan government is 

indorsed to build domestic resources and support 

base, advocates the Afghan Parliament for the con-

tinued prioritization of funding for education in 

upcoming Afghan budgets, find ways to tap into 

private sector funds, and ensure a dialogue with 

local communities on their role in resource mobili-

zation and support for education.  
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INDO-CHINA 

COOPERATION 

IN                              

AFGHANISTAN 

Hashmatullah 
Shafiq                            
Kabul University, 
2018 participant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Afghanistan has long been victim of competitions 

among superpowers and they tried to beat each 

other on this ground. Afghanistan‘s geography has 

mostly been reason for contestation among super 

powers in which all sides have been losers. Seeing 

the geographic importance, Afghanistan has the 

potential for being the hub of cooperation among 

competitive nations. Stable situation and existence 

of basic infrastructure in Afghanistan can give birth 

to new opportunities to the region and can totally 

change the picture of the region from an economic 

perspective. It can be a building block for gaining 

more benefits and creating new opportunities in 

this economic climate. Afghanistan‘s value for be-

ing cheap corridor between South Asia; China to 

the central Asia; and Europe, wealthy of mines and 

capacious for energy production, urge leading 

economies of the region take part in rebuilding Af-

ghanistan.  Considering China-India‘s increasing 

role in global economy, these two competitors 

strive to find remedy to the obstacles that can stop 

them strengthen their increasing part in global 

economy.  Build on this, China and India two con-

testant nations proceed hand in hand and cooper-

ate in 

Afghanistan that both have recently agreed to im-

plement shared projects at ―Wuhan‖ in China and 

this proves that Afghanistan can be a ground for 

regional cooperation rather than regional contrast.  

China as leading economy in Asia now try to facili-

tate trade in the region to reach more of the world 

markets to maintain its magnitude in global econo-

my. For achieving this goal, China has planned a 

project worth $3 trillion in 2013 named as ―one 

belt one road‖ to facilitate trade in the region and 

to easily reach the markets of neighboring countries 

and the world. In implementing this project, Af-

ghanistan is in the first phase of this project that 

must have basic infrastructure like roads, pipelines, 

and railways. This way China can access the mar-

kets of Afghanistan‘s north and north west neigh-

bors of central Asia like Turkmenistan and Uzbeki-

stan, and from that way to the markets of Europe, 

which is considered to be a closer way to the mar-

kets of Europe. India also accesses safer markets 

for selling its goods and services if South Asia re-

gion connects with Central Asia. 

Afghanistan can contribute to India‘s lack of energy 

for its economic activities and fulfilling the needs 

of its residents in short run from central Asia as 

current projects like KASA1000 and TAPI can be 

named in top. Afghanistan also has the potential in 

the long run to export energy to the countries in its 

neighbors including India and China. Seeing this 

obligation, India strive to help Afghanistan in the 

field of infrastructure typically in boosting Afghani-

stan capability in producing energy.  

Afghanistan is known as the treasure of natural re-

sources of different kind which is matchless in the 

region and in the world to some extent. Afghani-

stan‘s natural resources are considered a potential 

value for economic development in Afghanistan 

and in the region. Afghanistan is capable  of ex-

tracting and to have control over its natural re-

sources for the betterment of the lives of Afghans 

in the future, and to help the region experience the 

dream of economic development. 

A crucial question that arises: couldn‘t they help 

Afghanistan independently in the field of building 

basic infrastructure? China-India cooperation in 

Afghanistan has been of particular importance. 

Firstly, for having a unit definition of developmen-

tal intention in the region and commitment for the 

regional development strategy by two competitive 

countries. Cooperation is needed in the region to 

ensure that investment in region are shared and 

that gains go to all nations of the region not only to 

China. Secondly, India which is considered strategic 

partner of USA in the region, cooperation can 

solve the concerns of USA in Afghanistan over the 

investment of China in Afghanistan. China has act-

ed reluctantly in the case of Afghanistan so far.  
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Cooperation between these two countries can help 

China follow its economic interests without any 

prohibition by USA (its economic rival) which 

without any doubt would create barriers in Afghan-

istan to the growing friendship of China with other 

nations.  

Afghanistan is in sake of those regional and inter-

national partners to help Afghanistan overcome 

these serious conditions and pick it up from fragile 

states to improved states. India and China can be 

most effective countries to help Afghanistan over-

come the difficulties because these countries have 

the international influence to convince other na-

tions contribute to stabilizing Afghanistan‘s fragile 

condition. India and China‘s long run economic 

development is conditional on the peaceful and 

conflict free region. Build on this, India and China 

would struggle for peaceful Afghanistan on their 

own behalf as well. Stability in Afghanistan guaran-

tees prosperous Afghanistan and developed region. 

 

Team Afghanistan 

14th SAESM 

Young economists from South Asia at South Asia Economics Students’ 

Meet (SAESM) 2018, Chittagong, Bangladesh 
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SAESM EXPERIENCES 

Getting & valuing an opportunity: Chanuka Swarnathilake,      

Sharunya Gnanasubramanium and Chethini Madadeniya 

Three of the final year undergraduates of the Uni-

versity of Peradeniya; Chanuka Swarnathilake and 

Sharunya Gnanasubramanium from the Department 

of Agricultural Economics & Business Management 

of the Faculty of Agriculture, and Chethini Madad-

eniya from the Department of Economics and Sta-

tistics of the Faculty of Arts; attended the 14th 

South Asian Economics Students‘ Meet (SAESM) at 

Chittagong, Bangladesh, held from 18th-22nd Janu-

ary 2018. This event was organized by the South 

Asian Network on Economic Modeling (SANEM), 

with the sponsorship of the World Bank. 

SAESM is an annual event which provides a unique 

platform for the young Economics undergraduates 

from South Asia to come together and share their 

views and opinions on the thematic issues. The 

theme of SAESM 2018 was ―Sustaining South 

Asia‖. Chethini Madadeniya presented on ―The Im-

pact of Rural Water Supply and Sanitation on Eco-

nomic Growth in South Asia‖. Chanuka Swarnathil-

ake presented his research paper on ―Total Factor 

Productivity of Sri Lanka‘s Food Manufacturing In-

dustries‖, and Sharunya Gnanasubramanium pre-

sented her research paper on ―Climate change adap-

tation in agriculture and drawbacks in policy imple-

mentations: an In-depth study in Sri Lanka and 

broader study in South Asia. 

Each year a team of ten students represents each 

South Asian country at SAESM. The University of 

Colombo, who is the SAESM coordinator for Sri 

Lanka, calls for research proposals from economics 

undergraduates in Sri Lankan universities. The stu-

dents are selected based on the competitiveness of 

the research paper and the performance on an Eco-

nomics quiz.   

Representatives of Sri Lanka competed with stu-

dents from other South Asian countries in four 

competitions at SAESM 2018 which are, the com-

petition for the Best Research Paper, a quiz compe-

tition, Budding Economist competition, and a cross

-country debate.  It was for the first time ever in 

SAESM‘s history, that a debate competition was 

organized. It was titled as ―Allowing China‘s Rela-

tionships among South Asian Countries‖.  

Apart from these competitions, SAESM 2018 was 

filled with many other exciting events such as ice-

breaking sessions consisting of various games to 

help build friendship among participants, cultural 

shows and panel discussions on contemporary eco-

nomic issues in the South Asian region. Further, the 

participants could also visit several places in Bangla-

desh, and the retreat included a delightful boat ride 

at the Bay of Bengal. 

SAESM gives an invaluable opportunity for interna-

tional exposure. Economics undergraduates 

throughout the South Asian region can get together 

and share this experience as young, energetic and 

enthusiastic individuals who aspire to make a dif-

fference in the world.  

From left to right: 

Chethini Madadeniya      
Sharunya Gnanasubrama-
nium                                                    
Chanuka Swarnathilake 
Members of Team Sri 
Lanka, 14th SAESM. 
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It’s not just an academic meet: Harshit Garg 

On my flight to Bangladesh, things on my mind 

were something like ―how will I present my paper 

to smart and knowledgeable strangers from all over 

South Asia‖, ―oh, I‘m selected!?‖ and while flying 

back to India, only one thing, ―how can we make 

the flight turn back and sing ‗alga korogo khopar 

badhon‘ with everyone like we did every evening 

for the last 5 days‖ (a Bengali song, which our 

Bangladeshi hosts introduced us to). It didn‘t take 

more than a dinner at Dhaka for all the strangers to 

become compadres and for all that fear of present-

ing the paper to disappear.  

SAESM is not just an academic meet, it effectively 

blurs all the cultural, lingual and philosophical bor-

ders to create the essence of One South Asia. 

SAESM gives undergraduates an established dais to 

reflect upon their research interests with comments 

from the best economists from all over South Asia. 

It encourages academic research with an underlying 

interest in the unity and welfare of South Asian na-

tions. The best part of the meet is saved for the 

end, cultural program and a retreat.  We enjoyed 

the retreat on a cruise, to witness the sun set in the 

Bay of Bengal which was as beautiful as the rela-

tions I had made in those days, which I cherish till 

this day as the Bhutanese friends Skype from their 

schools amidst mountains of Thimphu and the 

Bangladeshi friends call to share love on Eid ul-

Fitr.  

I got to know about SAESM in my final year and 

it‘s the best academic, social and personal experi-

ence I had as an undergraduate.  

Harshit Garg                                                    
14th SAESM                    
participant               
(Team India) 

The Department of Agricultural Economics and 

Business Management and the Department of Eco-

nomics and Statistics, as well as their respective fac-

ulties, should be appreciated as they played a mas-

sive role in coaching and preparing the students of 

the University of Peradeniya for SAESM. The ex-

perience gained by these students will be helpful in 

encouraging their junior batches to utilize this op-

portunity 

Alizeh Arif                                                
14th SAESM                    
participant               
(Team Pakistan) 

United by History, Divided by Present : Alizeh Arif 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAESM 2018 was a culmination of days of debate 

and discussion on economic issues so key to our 

region and the coming of young minds together 

was the ideal introspection into South Asia. How-

ever, it was the lessons learnt off the record in the 

midst of conversations with the best economic 

thinkers of the region and through uniting over the 

same culture that defined SAESM for me. It is a 

belief that I hold in my heart that what our region 

needs the most is unity that comes from within. 

The said unity comes, maybe, only from instances 

like SAESM, where dialogue compels each one of 

us to understand the other, their story and then 

empathize with them. And it is in such dialoguethat 

we find the power to understand how truly im-

portant it is to achieve the seemingly utopian goal 

of regional integration. 
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Exchanging our knowledge and wisdoms beyond borders: 

Tamanna Tabassum 

Tamanna   
Tabassum                                             
14th SAESM                    
participant               
(Team Bangla-
desh) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Life is the summation of countless number of ex-

periences that persistently add to our wisdom. 

" S outh A s ian E c onomic s  S tude nts ' 

Meet" (SAESM) 2018 was undoubtedly such an 

experience for me. 

It is a matter of great honor to get the chance to 

share my experience of participating in SAESM. 

From the very beginning of my under graduation 

life, I initiated the countdown to participate in 

SAESM being inspired by the seniors of my depart-

ment. At last I picked the winning horse by getting 

the opportunity to participate in SAESM 2018, 

hosted by Bangladesh. I was extremely over-

whelmed being a participant and also being a part 

of the hosting country as well. Getting awarded 

with the "Best Paper Winner" was the most out-

standing of all experiences all throughout my life. 

The moment was as hilarious as discovering a 

treasure to me. 

Extending undergraduate Economics students the 

idiomatic opportunities of exchanging their views 

and ideas through constructive research, analysis 

and exploring the problems and challenges of re-

gional integration, SAESM successfully advocates 

the task of working as a stepping stone for the stu-

dents into the world of research and professionals. 

Being one of the least integrated regions of the 

world, South Asia is beset with the problems of 

poverty, malnutrition, unimproved sanitation, lack 

of education, trade barriers, political conflicts and 

many more. Under such circumstances, SAESM 

brings the juvenile minds across South Asia closer 

to each other and paves the way towards building a 

more integrated South Asia by establishing much 

A teaching of SAESM that is the closest to my 

heart perhaps is one stated above that has taught 

me how similar we are in spite of our dissimilari-

ties, and of how the common history that binds us 

makes us but the same people. United by history, 

we‘re divided by the present, and a future dominat-

ed by regional integration will only be certain if the 

lessons of the present and the unity of the past are 

amalgamated to lead us to the truly unified region 

that we must be –  to the One South Asia that we 

all must be.  

Top economics undergraduates and faculties from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka at the 

14th South Asia Economic Students’ Meet (SAESM) in Chittagong, Bangladesh.   Photo Credit: SANEM Bangladesh 
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ABOUT SAESM 

South Asia has long been a paradox. With some of the 
highest trained professionals, engineers, doctors, scientists 
and economists, the region nevertheless continues to be 
one of the poorest regions of the world. Over the last 20 
years, however, there has been a rekindling of hope in the 
region with economic growth rates picking up and some 
industrial and services sectors such as software and phar-
maceuticals beginning to attract global attention. Despite 
emerging notions of an Asian century, some of South 
Asia‘s fastest growing economies lack trade collaboration 
and unified efforts at shared prosperity. In this context, the 
emergence of cohesive forums for dialogue, especially at a 
student level is important to actualize South Asia‘s poten-
tial. 

South Asian Economics Students‘ Meet (SAESM) is an 
independently organized, World Bank supported annual 
academic event, involving undergraduate economics stu-
dents from South Asian Countries. SAESM provides a 
unique platform for the young economics undergraduates 
from South Asia to come together and share their views 
and opinions on the thematic issues. Each SAESM has a 
particular theme that is relevant and related to the contem-
porary economic issues of South Asia.  

SAESM is a novel initiative which started in 2003. The 
founding institutions of SAESM are Ramjas College from 
University of Delhi (India), Lahore University of Manage-
ment Sciences (Pakistan), Dhaka University (Bangladesh) 
and University of Colombo (Sri Lanka). Over the years, we 
have been joined by Tribhubhan University (Nepal), Royal 
Thimpu College (Bhutan) and Kabul University 
(Afghanistan).  

The meet spread over 2 days brings together some of the 
brightest undergraduate students of economics, to discuss 
and deliberate regional issues which act as barriers to im-
proving the lives of the people. Students present research 
papers on important development issues of their own 
countries and discuss with students from other regions. 
This promotes a greater understanding of regional prob-
lems, and results in the exchange of innovative solutions 
and best practices of each country and provides capacity 
building for tomorrow‘s leaders and policymakers. After 
two days of rigorous academic activities, the participants 
have a day of retreat. The retreat provides an opportunity 
to witness the historical and natural beauty of the host 
country and enjoy outdoor activities.  

The past SAESMs have been themed on topical issues per-
taining to South Asia, and most notably, the South Asian 
integration has been amongst the most discussed core 
theme for several years. The themes of the SAESMs held 
by respective host countries are given as follows :  

1. 2004 - New Delhi - Economic Developments 

in South Asia: Which Way Ahead  

2. 2005 - Lahore - Issues for South Asian De-

velopment 

3. 2006 - Dhaka - Sharing Ideas for a Better 

Understanding of South Asian Development 

4. 2007 - Colombo - Economic Development 

and Regional Cooperation in South Asia 

5. 2008 - New Delhi -   Economic Challenges to 

Make South Asia Free from Poverty and 

Deprivation 

6. 2009 - Dhaka -  Young Economist’s for an 

Integrated South Asia 

7. 2010 - Colombo -  Economic Freedom and 

Poverty Reduction in South Asia  

8. 2011 - New Delhi -  Development Alterna-

tives in South Asia 

9. 2012 - Kathmandu - Towards a Green South 

Asia 

10.  2013 - Lahore - The Political Economy of 

South Asia 

11. 2014 - Thimphu - South Asian Integration: 

Prospects and Challenges 

12. 2015-16 - Colombo - South Asia in the Asian 

Century  

13. 2016-17 - Kathmandu - One South Asia  

14. 2018 - Dhaka - Sustaining South Asia 
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PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS 

AFGHANISTAN | KABUL UNIVERSITY 

Kabul University is the oldest and largest institution of tertiary education in Af-

ghanistan. Throughout its long history since 1930 not only it has provided 

training to a large number of Afghans but had enjoyed popularity in the region 

by attracting many students from their neighbouring countries. Kabul Universi-

ty (KU) had a rich culture, history, academic excellence and devastated by dec-

ades of wars and instabilities in Afghanistan. The vision of the university is to 

transform itself into an internationally recognized institution of learning and 

research, a community of stakeholders committed to shared governance, and a 

centre of innovative thought and practice. 

BANGLADESH | UNIVERSITY OF DHAKA 

BHUTAN | ROYAL THIMPHU COLLEGE / SHERUBTSE COLLEGE 

The University of Dhaka is the oldest university in modern Bangladesh. Established in 

1921, during the British Raj, it became the focal point of progressive and democratic 

movements in Pakistan after the Partition of India.  As the pioneer and the largest seat 

of learning in the country, the university has taken the task to foster the transformation 

processes of the individual students and the country as a whole through its educational 

and research facilities keeping up with demands of the day. The University of Dhaka is 

one of the leading institutions of higher education in Asia.  

Royal Thimphu College (RTC), Bhutan‘s first private college, is affiliated to the Royal 

University of Bhutan. The college offers undergraduate degrees in a variety of fields 

under the auspices of the university. RTC has since established a number of interna-

tional partnerships, including with Wheaton College. in the United States, the alma 

mater of the Fifth King of Bhutan, His Majesty Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck. 

In 2016, the Bhutan Accreditation Council awarded it its highest grade of A+ . 

Sherubtse College is one of the oldest and largest colleges in the Royal University of 

Bhutan. The college was established as a public school in 1968 and became a junior 

College in 1976. It offers a wide range of undergraduate programmes in arts, humani-

ties, social science, physical and biological sciences. Sherubtse College offers a unique 

learning opportunity for local as well as international students.  

SRI LANKA | UNIVERSITY OF COLOMBO 

The University of Colombo (informally Colombo University or UoC) is a public re-

search university located primarily in Colombo, Sri Lanka. The oldest institution of 

modern higher education in Sri Lanka, it is also the largest university in the island, 

specialised in the fields of natural, social, and applied sciences as well as mathematics, 

computer sciences, and law. It is ranked among the top 10 universities in South Asia. 

The University of Colombo was founded in 1921 as University College Colombo, 

affiliated to the  University of London.  
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NEPAL | CENTRAL DEPT. OF ECONOMICS, TRIBHUVAN UNIVERSITY 

Established in 1959, Central Department of Economics (CEDECON) is one of 

the oldest and biggest departments at Tribhuvan University (TU). Primarily a 

teaching faculty, the Department also undertakes research activities and publica-

tion works. CEDECON is well equipped with high- level specialized faculty mem-

bers recognized for their academic and professional contributions within and out-

side Nepal. Today, CEDECON is considered as one of the best departments at 

TU. Its role is crucial for modulating policies and implementing programs by the 

government as well as producing a high- level manpower urgently required for 

both private and government sectors. 

PAKISTAN | LAHORE UNIVERSITY OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES 

The Lahore University of Management Sciences (LUMS) is an independent re-

search university located in Lahore, Pakistan. It was founded in 1984 by the pat-

ronage of the business– industrial community. It established a business school in 

1986 and the undergraduate school was initiated in 1994, and in 2008 launched an 

engineering school. The university is sponsored by the National Management 

Foundation which is sponsored by Lahore‘s business community. The university 

is also a member of Association of Commonwealth Universities. As the years un-

fold, the university remains committed to offering new programmes in relevant, 

emerging fields for the youth of the region. 

INDIA | SAESM INDIA 

SAESM is coordinated in India by a network of colleges and teachers facilitated 

by the Association for South Asian Scholars (AFSAS). The first SAESM was held 

in Ramjas College in 2004. Ramjas College has hosted it twice more, in 2008 

(with Miranda House as co-host) and 2011. Since its inception SAESM has seen 

wide participation from not only different colleges of University of Delhi but oth-

er colleges and universities from all over India. Over the years, student partici-

pants have been drawn from colleges like St. Stephens College, Lady Shriram 

College for Women, Shri Ram College of Commerce, Hindu College (all from 

University of Delhi), St Xavier‘s College (Mumbai), Symbiosis School of Eco-

nomics (Pune) Christ University (Bangalore), Jadavpur University (Kolkata), Pres-

idency University (Kolkata), Madras Christian College (Chennai) and many more 

including Ashoka University and Shiv Nadar University. 
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GOVERNING COUNCIL 

 

 PROFESSOR BISHWAMBHER PYAKURYAL  

         ( TRIBHUBHAN UNIVERSITY, KATHMANDU )     

 PROFESSOR SELIM RAIHAN  

         ( DHAKA UNIVERSITY ) 

 DR. SYED TURAB HUSSAIN  

        ( LAHORE UNIVERSITY OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES )  

 PROFESSOR SIRIMAL ABEYRATNE 

         ( COLOMBO UNIVERSITY ) 

 DR. MIHIR PANDEY  

         ( RAMJAS COLLEGE, DELHI UNIVERSITY ) 

 

   

COUNTRY COORDINATORS 

 

AFGHANISTAN: HABIBULLAH NIAZI  

( KABUL UNIVERSITY ) 

BANGLADESH: DR. SAYEMA HAQUE BIDISHA 

( DHAKA UNIVERSITY ) 

BHUTAN: PROFESSOR SANJEEV MEHTA  

( ROYAL THIMPU COLLEGE ) 

INDIA:  DR. DEB KUSUM DAS  

( RAMJAS COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF DELHI ) 

PAKISTAN: DR. SYED ALI HASANAIN 

( LAHORE UNIVERSITY OF MANAGEMENT  SCIENCES ) 

SRI LANKA: DR. SHANUKA SENARATH  

( COLOMBO UNIVERSITY ) 

NEPAL: NAVEEN ADHIKARI AND KHAGENDRA KATUWAL  

( TRIBHUBHAN UNIVERSITY, KATHMANDU ) 
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nlsaesm@gmail.com 

SAESM SECRETARIAT: SANEM                                          
HOUSE 1/B, ROAD 35, GULSHAN 2, ROAD 35, DHAKA 1212                  

https://www.sanemnet.org 

NEWSLETTER ARCHIVE: 

https://www.sanemnet.org/saesm/SAESM-Newsletter.pdf  

EDITORIAL BOARD: 

                           DR.DEB KUSUM DAS                             DR.APOORVA GUPTA                                               

                           DR.MIHIR PANDEY                                  DR.RUPALI SHARMA 

 The Newsletter was designed by Samiran Dutta, an undergraduate                       

student of economics at Ramjas College.      

                                                            

A capture of the Dambulla Cave Temple,  Kandy - Jaffna Hwy, Dambulla,                                                                           

Sri Lanka, a UNESCO World Heritage site. 


